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Today we’re going to cover the following topics: 
 
• What’s new in social media: We’ll go over the latest statistics and offer insights on 

who is using the different social media channels. 
• Using social media to increase your visibility: What types of content give you the 

most bang for your buck! 
• Facebook updates: Changes to Facebook make this platform easier to use and 

more effective in getting your message out. 
• The importance of video: Video use is increasing year over year. What can you do 

in your own chapter to capitalize on this trend? We’ll introduce you to YouTube 
and help you create your own chapter YouTube channel. 

• Instagram: Photos are the simplest (and cheapest) way to attract attention to your 
chapter. Get to know Instagram – the latest social media powerhouse. 

 
Let’s get started! 
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A lot has changed since last year’s convention. 
 

• “Lifestyle” and conservation content are on the rise. Web users are increasingly looking for “lifestyle” content (what 
we’d call “how-to” content) and conservation information online. That’s good news for the League and our chapters. 
By providing event information, how-to videos, photos of work being done in the community, etc., we can capitalize 
on this interest.  

• 94% of people are attracted to visuals on social media (photos or videos) than just a text post. That’s a huge 
number. Adding an image to every post will increase your reach dramatically. Think about the types of content you 
might post and images/videos that you could match up with each one, then snap a few photos to cycle through when 
you are posting. For example, keep photos on-hand from a stream monitoring event to include with post about water 
quality issues. Or photos of a youth fishing event to use with posts about he importance of engaging kids in the 
outdoors.  

• Facebook is still the most popular channel in social media. 72% of all U.S. adults who are online visit Facebook at 
least once a month. No surprise there. And in many cases, people will search for an organization’s Facebook page 
before checking for a website. So if you don’t have a Facebook page yet, consider doing this first before tackling other 
social media channels.  

• If attracting young adults (18 to 29) is important to your chapter, 90% of young adults are on social media. Another 
BIG number! This age range is most often found on Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram and will be the first to try out 
new social media channels.  

• However, Baby Boomers are catching up! Social media usage among Americans 65 and older has more than tripled 
since 2010, when only 11% used social media. Today, 35% report using at least one social media channel.  
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Show People Who You Are, What You Do, and Why You Do It 
 

• Create content that is relevant and tells a story. You can’t go wrong showcasing your chapter. A mix of 
chapter events, group photos, and a 60-second video tour highlighting chapter priorities or showcasing 
your property are relevant to members and non-members alike. Encourage members to send you their 
own photos of conservation efforts and outdoor activities to post to the chapter’s social media channels. 
When you post a member’s photo, that member will most likely share it on their personal social media 
pages, which could be shared by their friends (non-members) and so on – the social media cycle. 

• Share – and share again. Social media is not just about YOU. Your “fans” are also looking for relevant 
information beyond your chapter. It could be what local agencies and other nonprofits are doing in the 
community, but share only information that’s related to your conservation and outdoor recreation 
priorities. Link to social media pages for League chapters near you and the national organization so you 
can “like” or “retweet” things they post. Not only are you helping to support the League’s brand overall, it 
can help you see what others are doing and spark ideas that you can implement in your own chapter. 

• Connect the dots: Users want information AND they want to make a connection. The goal of your social 
media channels is two-way communication. Think of social media as a conversation spot. 

• Educate your audience. If you are hosting a class or an event where people learn something, document it. 
Show your community what you do!  

• It’s a team effort. It’s nice to have one person designated to handle all things social media, but one 
person cannot do it alone. That person needs help gathering information, photos, and videos. Encourage 
your entire chapter to get on-board. Remind members who have smart phones to take photos or short 
videos whenever they can at chapter events. Members can then send the information to their chapter 
Web person or share the content directly to any social media channel. 

• Inject humor. Don’t be afraid to show your silly side. A 30-second blooper clip, funny faces at an event, a 
humorous article etc. can make a big impact, and these are the types of postings that are often shared the 
most. Use judgment when posting something that you think is funny. If you are the one taking the photo  
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or video, then always ask permission of those involved to use the content on social 
media first.  
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Facebook is constantly changing to better serve its users. Let’s go over a few things 
that are new to Facebook or might be new to you. 
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Hashtags aren’t just for Twitter anymore – they can be used on Facebook too and are 
becoming more popular there. Think of a hashtag as a built-in search term. Anyone 
who has an interest in a particular topic can find your posts by searching for that 
hashtag. For example, we typically use #iwla and either a topic hashtag or a trending 
hashtag, such as #GreatOutdoorsMonth, #NPS100, and #GetOutside. If chapters use 
the hashtag #iwla, someone can search that hashtag to find every chapter post.  
 
We also recommend that you create a hashtag specifically for your chapter that 
matches the URL for your Facebook page and Web page, such as 
#iwlajamestownchapter. Don’t worry if it’s long – you have lots of room in your 
Facebook posts.  
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Now you can schedule Facebook posts within Facebook itself.  
 
Write your post as you normally would, but instead of clicking the “Publish” button, 
click the arrow next to that button for a drop-down menu with a “Schedule” link. 
When you click that link, a calendar will pop up, allowing you to select the date and 
time the post goes out. 
 
This function is helpful for scheduling posts at a specific time or if you want to take 
care of the week’s posts all at one time. 
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Did you know you can add a simple “Sign Up” button to your Facebook page?  
 
This is a great way to get encourage people to sign up for your chapter newsletter (if 
you make it available to non-members electronically) or the League’s national e-
newsletter, “Conservation Currents.”  
 
Click “Add a Button” at the bottom of your cover photo. You can select what type of 
button you want and direct it to a specific webpage. The national office did this a few 
weeks ago to encourage people to sign up for “Conservation Currents,” and we’ve 
already had multiple newsletter sign-ups from our Facebook page. 
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If you are hosting a chapter event, creating an Event page on Facebook is a good way 
to get the word out and find out who is planning to attend. At the bottom right 
corner of your cover photo, you will see three dots. Click on those dots and select 
“Create Event.” Fill out the information and Publish.  
 
We suggest asking chapter members to share the event on their personal Facebook 
pages to help get the word out. You can also include a link to your event page from 
your chapter Web site and in promotional materials to encourage people to sign up 
(which will also drive more traffic to your Facebook page!).  
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Facebook recently made a change to how you find your chapter’s news feed. It’s now 
located in the left hand box on your page. Click it to access your news feed with 
updates from all the organizations your chapter “likes” on Facebook.  
 
This is where you would look for information that you want to share with your 
Facebook followers. 
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You Tube shows no signs of slowing down.  
 
• Videos have a 135% greater reach than a text post on Facebook. Many more 

people will click through to watch your video than a text link to an article. So if 
you share a video from another site or share your own video on Facebook, there 
will be a greater chance that your followers will look at and interact with it than 
if they had just read a text post.  

• YouTube is the world’s second largest search engine and third most visited site 
after Google and Facebook.  

• Searches related to “how to” on YouTube are growing 70% year over year. This 
goes back to the earlier slide about how “Lifestyle” content is growing. 

• The most viewed videos on other social media channels average 30-60 seconds 
long.  

• Posting videos on Thursday and Friday between 12 noon and 3pm will garner 
you more views. So will posting on Saturday between 9am and 11am  

 
What type of content should you post? A video of your members enjoying a day at 
the rifle range, someone hiking a new trail, a quick video with highlights of an event, 
or a tour of your chapter facilities are all good clips. 
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YouTube is owned by Google, so if you already have a Google account, you can use 
that to sign into YouTube. If your chapter has a Google-based website that the 
national office set up for you, you can use the gmail address we created for you. If 
not, you can create a Google account at youtube.com that you can also use with all 
Google products. 
 
Please note that unlike Facebook, you cannot have different site administrators using 
different email addresses – everyone must sign in using the email address we’re 
about to set up. 
 
To create an account: 
• Click the “Sign In” button at the top right corner of the YouTube page. 
• Click “Add Account” 
You can use a generic email address that you already have set up for your chapter or 
you can request a new gmail address. Share the email address and password with 
relevant officers at your chapter. 
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After you create login, will ask you under what name you want to “Upload as…” 
 
Put IWLA as first name and your chapter name as last name like this. Channel will be 
IWLA Jamestown Chapter (your chapter name, of course) 
 
YouTube then sends you to a video upload screen. You can upload videos now, or you 
can design your channel. We’ll talk about video uploads first. 
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To upload a video: Click the Upload button in the top right-hand corner.  It will open 
another window where you can upload your video. Before you upload, you can set 
your video to be seen by the public, unlisted (not searchable), or private. You can 
change this setting at any time after uploading the video. We recommend keeping 
the video “private” until you are sure everything is uploaded correctly. 
 
Click the big arrow to upload your video clip. 
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After selecting your video, the following window will appear letting you know that 
your video is uploading. DO NOT click out of this window or hit the BACK button. You 
can, however, do other things on your computer while your video is uploading. You 
can also fill in some of the text, including a description and tags (keywords), and 
make your video private or public.  
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Once the video has uploaded, you will be prompted to click the DONE button. Your 
video will then be saved to YouTube and will begin to “process.” After it processes, 
YouTube will provide the video link.  
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Your video is live! A few things to note. The “+Add button” will allow you to add this 
video to a playlist. (We’ll get to that in a minute.) The “Share” button lets you share 
your video on your social media channels. “Video Manager” allows you to edit your 
video information. 
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Customize your channel: Think of a channel page as your home page. This is where 
you can brand your chapter with an image and the IWLA logo. You can also organize 
your videos into playlists and subscribe to other YouTube channels you want to access 
quickly. 
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This is what you will see when you go to “My Channel” link. At this point, you can 
upload the IWLA logo and add an image or “channel art” to the top of your page. A 
nice picture of your chapter building or a chapter event where people are doing 
things is a good choice. You can also add a channel description and upload videos 
from this page. 
 
Channel art needs to be sized at 2560 x 1440 and saved as a .jpeg. 
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For other advanced settings, go to the gear icon and move the slider to allow for you 
to “Customize the layout of your channel.” Then hit “Save.” 
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Advanced settings allow you to add an email address, link to your other social media 
channels, and gives you a navigation bar at the top of your channel page to help users 
find the videos they want. 
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As you can see from our channel page, we have a logo, background art, a link to our 
Web site and social media channels, plus a navigation bar. 
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To create a playlist, click on the “Playlist” tab in your navigation bar and click “New 
Playlist.” Give your playlist a name and click “Create.” You can then upload videos to 
that playlist. You can also move videos that are already live on your channel to any 
playlist you create. 
 
A playlist is a collection of videos that contain the similar types of content. An 
example of a playlist could be a collection of clips from a stream monitoring event, 
clips from a youth fishing trip or a collection of amazing shots at the rifle range. 
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• Instagram is a success story in its own right, but the fact that Facebook bought 
Instagram is proof that it’s worth a look. Usage has doubled in the last two years 
alone, making Instagram one of the fastest growing social media channels to 
date.  

• Engagement or activity on Instagram is 10 times higher than on Facebook, 54 
times higher than Pinterest, and 84 times higher than Twitter.  

• Over 60% of users log in daily, making it the second most active network after 
Facebook. 90 percent of Instagram users are younger than 35, so this is a great 
place to engage younger audiences.  

 
What should you post? Instagram is all about visual images. Post event photos, a fun 
video, group shots, silly shots, business meetings, historical photos – anything you 
find visually appealing that relates to your chapter. 
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Getting started on setting up an Instagram account. 
 

• You can only post to Instagram from mobile devices. There is a Web version at 
instagram.com, but it is limited in what it can do.  

• Videos have become very popular in Instagram! Clips must be between 3 and 60 
seconds in length.  

• For iPhones, go to your phone’s App store or iTunes and search for Instagram. 
• For Android, go to Google Play and search for Instagram. 
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After downloading the app to your phone, you will need to fill out your chapter 
profile. You can do this on your desktop too. Fill out the following: 

 
• Username: This is the name that will have the @ symbol next to it and how 

people will recognize you on Instagram. We recommend a name similar to the 
one you are using on Facebook, such as IWLA Jamestown Chapter. Because 
Instagram does not allow you to use spaces or periods in the username, we 
recommend underscores as shown here. 

 
• Bio: Add a short description of your chapter. 

 
• Web: Add your Web site or Facebook link. 

 
• Profile Photo: Add a picture of your chapter (must be 110 x 110 in size and saved 

as a .jpeg). 
 

• Can multiple people post to an IG account? The answer is yes and no. Yes, if 
those people are set up in settings as an admin for that chapter’s IG account. 
Otherwise, no. Members would need to create their own personal IG accounts, 
take a photo and then tag it with the #iwlaChapter hashtag so it would then be 
seen on the chapter’s IG page. Another way to get around that is to email photos 
you think could be useful on your chapter’s IG page and have your Web person  
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upload to IG via your chapter’s IG account. 
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You are now on Instagram! This is your homepage. Let’s go through the 
icons. 
 
Gear: In the top right corner is where you can change your settings. 
 
Row Above Photos:  
• The first two icons allow you to view your photos in a list form or in a gallery form 

(as shown here).  
• The lightbulb icon shows you a map where tagged photos by location were taken.  
• The icon with the person inside allows you to find photos that other people tagged 

you in. 
 

Bottom Row: 
• The house icon is your Instagram feed, where you can see photos from people you 

are following. 
• The magnifying glass icon allows you to search Instagram for content. 
• The camera icon connects to your phone camera so you can take photos/videos. 
• The heart icon is where you can see who is following you and what they have liked 

or commented. 
• The person icon returns you back to your homepage (pictured here). 
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To upload a photo or video to Instagram, click the camera icon on your homepage. 
(You can also browse your phone’s photo library for photos/videos you’ve already 
taken.) Click the big circle to take a photo or record a video. 
 
Once you take a photo you, you click the edit button to rotate, brighten, etc. or pick 
one of the pre-made filters. Because Instagram is so focused on imagery, we do 
recommend using at least a filter to make your photos a little more exciting. (We’re 
partial to “Valencia”!) 
 
Click “Next” to continue. This is where you add a caption (don’t forget your hashtags), 
tag people, add a location, or share your photo post on another social media channel. 
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You posted a photo! Let’s go through some of the things you can do now. 
 

• The person icon in the top left allows you to find other accounts on Instagram that 
you might want to follow. The file box icon in the top right is to use Instagram 
Direct Share (this is where you can privately send messages to one or more people 
with your photo or video attached). IG Direct is private and only those who you 
sent a message to can see the photo and comment on it. The heart icon is so 
people can “like” your photo. The bubble is to leave a comment and the arrow is 
another way to get to Instagram Direct Share. 
 

• The three little dots in the top right corner is a menu bar where you can delete, 
edit, or share your photo with another social media channel or email to a friend. 
 

• Now that the photo is up, all of our followers can see it in their feeds where they 
can “like,” comment, and share. 
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Let’s pretend we see this river otter video come up in our feed. What are our 
options?  
 
• We can click the heart icon to “like” it. 
• Click the bubble icon to comment 
• Click the three dots in the top right corner to share it.  
 
Sharing content is another great way to increase your visibility. 
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But what if I want to post the river otter video directly to my IWLA feed? 
 
One of the frustrating things about Instagram is that it doesn’t allow you to re-post a 
photo/video from someone else’s feed directly to your account. For example: We 
could not repost the river otter video on our IWLA Instagram account. Most of this 
has to do with photo copyright issues. To get around it, developers have created 
other apps to help.  
 
Search in your app store for “repost for Instagram” and several free apps will pop up. 
We like the first one pictured here. If you get hung-up on how to “re-gram” email 
Amy and she’ll walk you through it.  
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